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Abstract Film archives are continuously in need of auto-
matic restoration tools to accelerate the correction of film arti-
facts and to decrease the costs. Blotches are a common type
of film degradation and their correction needs a lot of manual
interaction in traditional systems due to high false detection
rates and the huge amount of data of high resolution images.
Blotch detectors need reliable motion estimation to avoid
the false detection of uncorrupted regions. In case of erro-
neous detection, usually an operator has to remove the false
alarms manually, which significantly decreases the efficiency
of the restoration process. To reduce manual intervention, we
developed a two-step false alarm reduction technique inclu-
ding pixel- and object-based methods as post-processing.
The proposed pixel-based algorithm compensates motion,
decreasing false alarms at low computational cost, while the
following object based method further reduces the residual
false alarms by machine learning techniques. We introduced
a new quality metric for detection methods by measuring the
required amount of manual work after the automatic detec-
tion. In our novel evaluation technique, the ground truth is
collected from digitized archive sequences where defective
pixel positions are detected in an interactive process.
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1 Introduction
In film archives around the world there are huge amounts of
archive films to be restored. Archive films suffer from several
degradations such as blotches, scratches, image vibration, fli-
ckering, fading, discoloring, etc. Digital restoration methods
should provide semi-automatic processing with minimal
human intervention at low cost and high quality, resulting
in efficient restoration of the film heritage. Film archive pro-
fessionals emphasize high quality results without introdu-
cing new artifacts and prefer changes only where inevitable.
These aspects are more important than a highly automated
workflow [1].
Blotches are usually caused by dirt, damage of the film sur-
face and chemical or biological degradation processes such
as the effects of mold. Hence, these one-frame defects can
be modeled as temporal intensity discontinuities not origina-
ting from different object motion such as non-rigid motion,
(dis)occlusion, motion blur, or changes in the lighting. For
example, a bright, fast moving object in front of a dark back-
ground could cause intensity discontinuities resulting in false
alarm (FA) detections (uncorrupt pixels recognized as defec-
ted regions).
Experiences in the restoration of archive films [2] show
that the correction of blotches needs high computational com-
plexity and significantly more manual work than the correc-
tion of other artifacts. This is caused by the facts that (1)
blotches are one-frame defects that appear at random posi-
tions on consecutive frames and have arbitrary shape, size
and varying range of intensity; (2) there is a huge amount
of data to be processed, e.g. motion estimation (ME) and
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Table 1 Comparison of different blotch detection methods
Author Detector Support Frames ME is in ME Post-processing Objective evaluation on
Tenze [14] Morph Spatial 1 – – – –
Naranjo [11] Morph Hybrid 3 – – – –
Joyeux [13] Morph Spatial 1 – – Morphology Artificial blotches
Nadenau [7] ROD Temporal 3 Pre-processing BM Morphology Artificial blotches
Kokaram [5] SDI,MRF,AR Temporal 3 Pre-processing BM,GM Morphology Artificial blotches
Buisson [18] mod. SDI Temporal 3 Pre-processing BM Morphology Artificial blotches
Gangal [6] ROD Temporal 5 Pre-processing BM Morphology Artificial blotches
Ghaderi [4] SDIa Hybrid 3 Pre-processing BM Morphology Artificial blotches
Schallauer [19] mod. ROD Temporal 3 Pre-processing BM Morphology –
Roosmalen [16] SROD Temporal 3, 5 Pre-processing BM HT,CRG Artificial blotches
Tenze [12] ESTD Hybrid 3 Post-processing BM ME Artificial blotches
Our proposed SROD Temporal 3 Post-processing GM ME+OC Real blotches
BM: block matching with pixel accuracy; GM: gradient based method with sub-pixel accuracy; ME: motion estimation; OC: object classification;
Real/artificial blotches: objective performance evaluation of blotch detection is utilized on real blotches collected from archive film or on artificially
generated blotches; HT: hysteresis thresholding; CRG: constrained region growing; SDI: spike detection index; ROD: rank ordered differences;
MRF: markov random field; ESTD: enhanced spatio-temporal detector; AR: auto-regressive; Morphology: morphological filter based
compensation (MC) at high resolution of 2 K (2,000 pixels
per line), 4 K or 6 K images; (3) artifact detection is an ill-
posed problem because the detection algorithms need to know
the motion around the missing areas, while this information
is not reliable in the defected regions; (4) high risk of false
alarm detection. Accordingly, our goals are to speed up the
restoration work without significantly decreasing the quality
and to minimize the necessity of the human intervention,
which is a bottleneck of the restoration work.
A typical restoration framework of one-frame defects is
the following (see Table 1). (1) Pre-processing (including
the neighboring images), i.e. ME and MC; (2) applying a
blotch detector to estimate the temporal discontinuities; (3)
post-processing of detection results to increase accuracy; (4)
reconstruction of the corrupt image regions. In [3], the pro-
blems of detection, reconstruction and motion estimation are
handled in one Bayesian framework. The drawbacks of the
above two approaches are twofold: (1) computing ME over
the whole frame is computationally expensive; (2) the erro-
neous ME could cause high FA rate. If FA cases are not
handled carefully then the reconstruction step could cause a
loss of original image details and could generate additional
annoying artifacts not acceptable by archivists [1]. In prac-
tice, usually, after the automatic detection step an operator,
significantly decreasing the efficiency of the restoration pro-
cess, removes the false alarms manually. In this paper, we
focus on the detection process and post-processing methods
to avoid the above problems and to reduce the amount of this
manual intervention. In the proposed solution, the first step
involves the detection of the temporal discontinuities and the
following post-processing steps are intended to filter out only
the FA results.
The computational cost of our proposed hierarchical
gradient-based ME method is relatively low because it decrea-
ses the amount of data to be processed without the reduction
of the performance. We also introduce a solution where we
analyze the spatial features of the blotch candidates for final
classification. Since a static blotch model cannot be defined
for the various types of sequences and blotches, a trainable
classification method detects and removes the FA results.
In the statistical evaluation of the performance of the detec-
tion methods, usually some predefined artificial blotch model
[4–7] is considered for both of the shape and the surface in
the generation of the test data. In our case, this approach
cannot be applied because the proposed object-based classi-
fication method analyzes the image intensity features, which
would be effected by the artificial blotch generation model.
Other evaluation technique works on real archive films where
the locations of defects are determined by infrared scan-
ning [8,9]. The disadvantage of this approach is that sur-
face defects can be utilized only on color films. Accordingly,
we applied a novel test bed generation process that involves
digitized archive sequences and the areas of reference blotch
masks are marked by an interactive process.
We also have proposed a new quality metric, for the per-
formance evaluation of our proposed methods, based on the
estimation of the amount of the required manual work after
the automatic processes. This important step of the restora-
tion process is also considered in our experiments.
The idea of the blotch classification was first introduced
in our previous work [10] that is now completed with impro-
ved region of interest (ROI) based motion estimation, blotch
detection, feature extraction, classification, training and eva-
luation methods.
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Our approach has the following novelties:
1. A new restoration framework is introduced with a two-
step post-processing method where the first stage
removes FA results by temporal analysis (utilizing ME
and MC) and the second step removes the residual false
detections by spatial analysis and classification of image
features of blotches.
2. In the blotch detection process, the hierarchical gradient-
based ME method is computationally optimized to mini-
mize the computational consumption.
3. Image features of blotches are analyzed in a trainable
framework to reduce the FA detections that were not
removed due to the unreliable ME.
4. The performance is evaluated on real archive images,
where the ground truth set of the defected pixels is col-
lected by a semi-automatic process. This approach gives
objective performance evaluation with different kinds of
blotches and it can be utilized on both color and black&
white films.
5. A new quality metric is introduced in our evaluation pro-
cess for the image restoration in real situations conside-
ring the human factor.
2 Overview of blotch detectors and pre/post-processing
methods
Blotch detector algorithms can be divided into three main
groups: (1) spatial detection by analysis of the contrast or
local maxima/minima; (2) spatio-temporal methods based on
the detection of temporal discontinuities; (3) hybrid methods
which are the mixture of the previous two groups [4,11,12].
The first group includes fast morphological filters [13,14]
to detect impulsive distortions but with limited capability
to detect large blotches with low contrast. These methods
usually fail for most of the dynamic highlights (nearly satu-
rated areas, like gleaming).
Algorithms in the second group are based on the detection
of temporal discontinuities among several frames like the 3D
auto-regressive (AR) models [5], spike detection index (SDI)
[15], Markov random field (MRF) [5], rank ordered diffe-
rences (ROD) [7], simplified ROD (SROD) [16], enhanced
spatio-temporal detector (ESTD) [12], spatio-temporal mul-
tilevel median filter (MMF filters) such as ML3D or ML3Dex
[15], soft morphological filters (SMF) [17]. There are algo-
rithms with three [15,16] or five-frame [6] temporal support
where discontinuities are estimated between two or more
frame pairs. However, increasing the temporal aperture does
not necessarily increase the performance, but it does increase
the computational cost. According to the comparative eva-
luation of MRF, SDI and ROD methods in [7], ROD resulted
in the best trade-off between accuracy and complexity. The
performance of the SROD detector is similar to the perfor-
mance of the ROD detector for high CD rates and it is similar
or better than the ROD detector [16] at low false alarm rates.
A typical pre-processing step of spatio-temporal methods
is the bi-directional MC between actual and neighboring
frames to reduce false alarms originating from motions. ME
is usually done by block matching [7,16,18] with pixel accu-
racy or by gradient-based motion estimation techniques (GM)
[15] with sub-pixel accuracy. Usually, ME methods apply
only translational motion models, which can fail in the pre-
sence of complex motion. One of the possible solutions can
be the embedding of a more sophisticated motion model but
this can result in a very complex and expensive ME process
on high resolution images. In order to decrease the com-
putational complexity, block matching methods are applied
with multi-scale processing [7,16,19] or with heuristic (e.g.,
logarithmic) searching [6,18]. The drawbacks are that they do
not guarantee optimal detection and the estimation gives only
pixel accuracy. Another way to reduce the computational cost
of the ME is the pre-selection of the pixels of the possible
defected regions and thus the calculation of the optical flow
is not necessary on the whole image [12]. In this approach,
a spatio-temporal method (ESTD) detects artifacts and then
a ME is utilized in the regions labeled as blotches. However,
this approach was not compared experimentally to the origi-
nal method, where the ME is done in the pre-processing step,
and only the detector was evaluated.
Often the post-processing of detector results is needed to
refine the partially detected blotches using dilation, impro-
ved constrained region growing or hysteresis thresholding
[16]. There are other processing methods to detect false alarm
objects, originating from image noise, by summarizing the
detector response of each position of a blotch [16]. The draw-
back is that the detector response is affected by the erroneous
ME and MC so in the worst case it can even increase the false
alarm rate. On the contrary, our post-processing approach
analyses only the spatial features of blotch candidates so it
is able to filter out most of the falsely detected areas ori-
ginating from erroneous ME. All of the methods in Table 1,
except for the method of Nadenau [7], show detection results
on real images but objective performance evaluation is com-
puted only on artificially generated blotches. In Table 1, we
summarized the main features of all the discussed algorithms.
In our paper, the correction of blotches (inpainting) is out
of our focus but it should be investigated in relation with the
false alarm problem. In case of erroneous ME, the locally
bright or dark areas can be detected as corrupted regions
(FA detections) because the registration of their positions
between neighboring frames is not correct. If the reconstruc-
tion of FA results utilizes spatially surrounding information
[13,14] these regions can be degraded. Spatio-temporal inter-
polation methods [6,16,18,19] fuse both spatial and tem-
poral surrounding information after motion compensation.
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Since the erroneous motion vectors causes FA detections of
uncorrupted regions these vectors results in falsely motion
compensation and interpolation in the reconstruction step.
Several methods try to avoid this effect by the corrections
of motion vectors [16,19] in the area of the detected regions
assuming that the blotch artifact disturbed the motion esti-
mation in that region. However, this step only spatially inter-
polates the motion vectors from the surrounding motion vec-
tors that do not guarantee good results. We follow the similar
approach as in [19].
3 The fundamentals of the proposed blotch detection
In this section we summarize the steps of our blotch detection
method that involves flicker correction, blotch detector, ROI-
based motion estimation and an object classification phase.
We selected a state-of-the-art technique SROD [16] as blotch
detector. The main steps of our algorithm are the following
(see Fig. 1):
1. Flicker correction. The later applied ME is based on
image gradients which is sensitive to intensity fluctua-
tions. Therefore, intensity compensation is needed in
case of flickering sequences.
2. Blotch detector. We detect temporal discontinuities on
three adjacent frames resulting in list of candidate areas
referred as ROI. We modified the original SROD method
by setting the radius to zero (r = 0, see Eq. 1) and thus
maximized the correct detection rate.
3. ME and MC. The detected ROI mask involves false
alarms typically due to object motion. In our solution,
the ME and MC steps are calculated only on this mask.
This approach keeps the cost of motion estimation low.
4. Blotch detector on the motion compensated mask areas.
Now the radius parameter is set to one (r = 1, see Eq. 1)
that is the standard SROD detector.
5. Object classification. The connected components of the
output of the second blotch detector are considered as
objects. An image feature based classification method
detects and removes falsely detected objects.
The basic concept of the above procedure is to run the
blotch detection with high CD rate and then reduce the FA
rate in two consecutive post-processing steps (step 4 and 5).
The CD rate (also known as true positive) is measured as the
fraction of correctly detected pixels out of the total number
of the corrupted pixels while the false alarm rate is measu-
red as the fraction of incorrectly marked pixels out of all
uncorrupted pixels.
The problem of strong flickering of archive films can-
not be neglected since it may have serious unwanted effects
on motion estimation. An efficient and robust flicker correc-
Fig. 1 Processing flow of the proposed blotch detection method
tion method is introduced in [16,18], where the noise model
involves multiplicative and additive components. The defli-
ckering is computed before blotch detection. Fast camera
motion can also corrupt results so global motion compensa-
tion is utilized by phase correlation method [20].
In steps 2 and 4, the temporal discontinuities are detected
by a modified SROD detector:
SROD(z¯, r)
=
⎧
⎨
⎩
min (pr (z¯)) − I (z¯) if min (pr (z¯)) − I (z¯) > 0
I (z¯) − max (pr (z¯)) if I (z¯) − max (pr (z¯)) > 0
0 otherwise
,
(1)
maskSROD(z¯) =
{
1 if SROD(z¯, r) > T
0 otherwise , (2)
where the SROD function (Eq. 1) analyzes the minimal dif-
ference of luminance values corresponding to position z¯ bet-
ween the actual and the neighboring frames. Function I (z¯)
expresses the pixel luminance on the actual image while
pr (z¯) is a set of reference values on the preceding and conse-
cutive images. This set is collected from the horizontal and
vertical neighborhood of z¯ given by radius r . Consequently,
if r > 0 then samples are collected in the neighborhood of
z¯ defined by a cross shape. The blotch mask is segmented
by a threshold function (Eq. 2), where parameter T is called
the sensitivity of the detector. In the original SROD method
r is set to 1. In our case, if r is 0 then spatial neighborhood
information is not used because the detector utilizes only the
z¯ position on the neighboring frames giving higher detection
and false alarm rates.
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4 False alarm reduction with ROI based motion
estimation
We reduced FA results and high computational cost with
ROI-based motion estimation. The result of this step is cal-
led SROD-MC-SROD in the remaining part of the paper.
A similar detection-MC-detection approach can be found in
[12] with ESTD detector and BM motion estimation method.
However, the statistical evaluation and the performance ana-
lysis were examined without MC. The disadvantage of this
technique is that objects with large motion can be falsely
detected as blotches. Therefore, we improved this technique
with a hierarchical gradient-based motion estimation tech-
nique with a ROI-based estimation and compensation of
motion. In our method, a modified SROD detector is applied
to increase the CD and to decrease the FA rates of this
approach. We further reduced the cost of ME step by utili-
zing the advantages of both SROD-MC-SROD and modified
hierarchical gradient based motion estimation method.
In our three-frame blotch detection process the
bi-directional dense optical-flow fields are computed by the
hierarchical gradient based motion estimation of Bergen [21].
We generate MC images and refine the optical flow simul-
taneously in a top-down approach in both directions (n =
i − 1, n = i + 1). We start at the highest level of the pyra-
mid, compute the optical flow, upscale the optical flow by
two, and then generate MC images at a layer below. At this
lower level we refine the optical flow between the MC images
(n = i − 1, n = i + 1) and the central image (n = i). At the
bottom of the pyramid we get two MC images which will be
the inputs of the SROD detector.
We use a five level Gaussian pyramid [22] (in our pyramid
structure the level 4 is the original image and level 0 is the top
level, furthermore the resolution factor is 2 between adjacent
levels) and the spatial support of the image gradient is a 9×9
window (this later value was determined experimentally on
noisy 2 K archive images, see Sect. 6.2). The size of the win-
dow is a trade off between the maximum range of the ME and
the detection sensitivity. The motion vectors are calculated
by eigenvalue analysis, where the ratio of the greatest and the
least eigenvalue is investigated [21]. If this ratio is relatively
small (in our case under 100) then the motion is well constrai-
ned along both eigenvectors otherwise only the eigenvector
corresponding to the higher eigenvalue is utilized.
In our solution we achieved speedup in two ways (see
Fig. 2):
1. Motion is estimated only over a mask at each level of the
pyramid. Each mask is a resized version of the original
ROI but morphologically enlarged by a 6-step dilation.
2. We stop the refinement of the ME before reaching the
finest level. Instead, we just upscale the optical flow by
interpolation to generate the final motion compensated
Fig. 2 False alarm reduction with region of interest (ROI) based
motion estimation (ME) and compensation (MC) (only forward direc-
tion and one level of the pyramid are shown)
neighboring images. Since the gradient-based estimation
gives sub-pixel motion values the upscaling still results
in sub-pixel precision giving satisfactory results as expe-
rienced in our tests (see Sect. 6). Making the estimation
on the finest level would be slower without significantly
increasing the precision due to the high frequency noise
of archive images (grain) at full resolution.
Finally, the SROD detector, with setting r = 1, is applied
on the motion compensated images. A further benefit of
the above method is that the computational cost basically
depends on the amount of motion and on the amount of arti-
facts.
5 False alarm reduction with trainable blotch
classification
After the pixel-based detection the connected components
of the obtained mask are considered as objects. The image
features of these areas are extracted for the classification as
real blotches (true positive) or non-blotch (false positive or
FA). We investigate the following image features as input
parameters for the classification:
• the maximum of horizontal and vertical intensity gra-
dient on the blotch area,
• the internal (inside the blotch area) and external (outside
the blotch area) variances that are calculated by pixel
intensities of the internal/external area of the blotch,
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• the internal and external contrast (difference of minimal
and maximal intensity),
• the difference of internal and external mean values,
• the difference of internal and external variances,
• the perimeter.
The external area of the object is determined by the bounding
box of the defect, enlarged by a 2-step dilation, excluding
pixel positions of the detected blotch. Since it is very difficult
to construct an explicit blotch model for a given film and
using general models might be useless considering the large
variety of archive films we propose an adaptive classification
by training [10].
The classification, by the above parameters, is carried out
by a feed-forward neural network (NN) [23] or by a sup-
port vector machine (SVM) [24]. Both methods have eight
input parameters and return with two possible outputs: true
blotch or false blotch. The NN method includes two hidden
layers with 12 and 10 neurons, determined experimentally,
and the transfer function is selected as a sigmoid function.
The training algorithm is the well-known back-propagation
[25] where the learning factor, which controls the speed of
learning, is set to 0.6. The SVM-based training applies C-
support vector classification method [24] where the kernel is
a radial basis function (RBF):
K
(
xi , x j
) = e−γ‖xi −x j‖2 . (3)
Here x are the training samples and the γ parameter was
determined as 0.2 by our experiments.
Training samples are generated in a two-step method
where first the above proposed automatic blotch detection
method finds blotch candidates, then the operator qualifies
the results as real blotches or false alarm results. Naturally,
this approach requires high sensitivity from the automatic
detection mechanism, since we do not want the operator to
waste his time by the careful manual selection of undetected
blotch areas. To accelerate the manual process the operator
should only correct the displayed label of a given candidate or
he can select more than one object framing an image region.
After the teaching process the blotches are classified automa-
tically with one of the trained mechanisms and if the correct
recognition rate, calculated on the training set, is not satis-
factory, the operator can expand the training set with new
samples or rebuild the whole set. The typical scenario of
blotch correction is the following:
(1) automatic blotch detection on a given sequence,
(2) visualization of the blotch candidates and manual col-
lecting of blotch and non-blotch samples (false alarms)
for training purposes,
(3) automatic classification of detected blotches on the
whole image sequence to reduce the necessity of the
manual intervention,
(4) visualization of the classification result (see Fig. 6) and
manual correction of the remaining false alarm detec-
tions where the operator is able to modify the result of
the previous classification step,
(5) correction only of the verified list of blotches.
6 Performance analysis
6.1 Generation of the ground truth data from real sequences
Usually, the performance of detection methods is statistically
evaluated on artificially generated test sequences. Randomly
selected image regions are replaced with a rendered blotch
defined by a simple model, which is in general a homogenous
surface with sharp contour.
To be more realistic we made tests on digitized archive
films where the ground truth data set consisted of defective
pixel positions, selected by an interactive method. This is an
important issue since in the post-processing phase the inten-
sity information over these positions would be essentially
determined by an artificial blotch model.
In our previous work [10], the silhouette of defects were
manually painted for each pixel of the image. This process
was time consuming so we developed a technique that speeds
up this process. In the ground truth generation process, an
SROD detector is applied, without MC, at high sensitivity.
The threshold parameter T (see Eq. 1) was set to 10% of
the intensity range (in our case T = 25 in eight-bit quanti-
zation). The detected candidates are visually marked on the
displayed image. In the next interactive process, an expert
verifies each candidate and labels the true blotches. These
objects build up the ground truth set. If the result is still
not satisfactory, manually painted masks can be also drawn.
In the next steps, the holes are filled with binary morpho-
logy to remove the noise of the detector. In the ground truth
preparation process other artifacts such as scratches or semi-
transparent blotches are omitted because their detection is out
of our focus. The manual selection of the small (pixel size)
distortions is not realizable owing to the large grain noise
of high resolution archive images. For this reason, before
building the ground truth, small impulsive distortions of per-
imeter less than 10 pixels (at 2 K resolution) are removed by
a rank order spatial filtering method [26].
In this paper, the test sequences are from the first Hun-
garian color film “Mattie the Goose-Boy” (1949) scanned at
2 K resolution. The extracted five test sequences include 140
frames with the corresponding blotch masks. This ground
truth database includes a variety of video content such as
fast local and global motion, motion blur, occlusion, small
random patterns, etc.
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Fig. 3 The performance of the proposed method (SROD-MC-SROD)
with different size of spatial support of the image gradient by ROC
analysis
Fig. 4 The performance of the proposed method compared to the ori-
ginal techniques by ROC analysis
6.2 Performance evaluation of blotch detection
We examined the performance of our blotch detection method
regarding the window size of the spatial support of the image
gradient (Fig. 3) and we compared the accuracy (Fig. 4)
and the time consumption (Fig. 5) of our proposed method
(SROD-MC-SROD) with the SROD detector and the motion
compensated SROD (MC-SROD). The objective evaluation
is done by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
summarizing the correct detection and false alarm rates mea-
sured at different sensitivity parameter settings (see parame-
ter T in Eq. 2). This parameter was set between 30 and 60 in
steps of 10.
Figure 3 describes ROC curves calculated by the propo-
sed SROD-MC-SROD method with different size of spatial
support of the image gradient. It can be observed that the
support window of size 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 yields lower
accuracy than the cases of 9 × 9, 11 × 11 and 13 × 13 which
give similar performance. In further experiments the size is
fixed at 9×9. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that ROC curves of the
SROD-MC-SROD and that of the MC-SROD are approxi-
mately identical while the time consumption of our method is
significantly (with 50%) reduced (see Fig. 5). We also show
the result of the SROD detector without MC to illustrate that
the test sequences had significant motion.
Fig. 5 Time consumption of the proposed method compared to the
original techniques (on a 3.4 GHz PC)
On a 3.4 GHz Intel PC the processing time of a 2 K image
is less than 4.2 s with the proposed method while the original
MC-SROD is 8.8 s. We illustrate that the effect of simply
upscaling motion information to the finest level of the image
pyramid results in similar CD and FA rates than estimation
on the whole pyramid (see Sect. 4).
The speedup depends on the amount of motion and on
the FA rate affected by the sensitivity parameter. For com-
parison we also give the computational time of two 3-frame
bi-directional motion estimation methods:
• recursive block matching at 2 K on 700 MHz processor is
60 s [18],
• a “log D” block matching at CIF resolution (352 × 288
pixels) on 2.4 GHz processor is 25 s [6].
6.3 Performance of the trainable blotch classification
method
The aim of object classification is to decrease the FA rate
without decreasing the CD rate. In this section, we analyze
the effects of classification considering the FA rate and the
CD rate. The values of FA and CD are measured at several
sensitivity settings, as given in the previous section, and the
average measured values are compared.
Two training sets were composed in our experiments and
in all cases the training and the test sets were different. Trai-
ning and test sequences were collected from the same scene.
Training Set I was collected from five different sequences.
The first set involves 168 positive and 168 negative samples.
The CD rate on the training set was 94.4% with the NN and
93% with the SVM method. Training Set II is created from
Set I with including additional training samples from the
actually processed image sequence: an operator collected 20
positive and 20 negative samples from the actually processed
sequence.
It has been proved that with one hidden layer a NN can
describe any continuous while with two hidden layers it can
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Table 2 Average false alarm (FA) and correct detection (CD) rates (%)
measured in case of several architectures of neural network
Number of nodes in the SROD-MC-SROD with NN
two hidden layersa
FA CD
8;6 0.010 75.1
10;8 0.010 75.2
12;10 0.010 74.9
14;12 0.009 74.5
16:14 0.009 75.2
a 12;10 indicates that the two hidden layers involve 12 and 10 neurons
estimate any function [27]. To examine the sensitivity of the
NN, we have tested several architectures with different num-
ber of nodes in the two hidden layers (Table 2) where training
Set II was utilized.
It can be seen (Table 2) that different architectures of neu-
ral network produce similar accuracy. To ensure the genera-
lity of the NN, we utilize two hidden layers with 12 and 10
neurons in further experiments.
We compared the performance of the SROD-MC-SROD
method with NN and SVM-based post-processing (see SROD-
MC-SROD-NN and SROD-MC-SROD-SVM methods in
Table 3). The changes in the performance of both methods are
included also in Table 3 as the average of ratios of FA and CD
rates (e.g., FAB/FAA) over five test sequences. The blotch
classification methods significantly reduced the FA rate by
80–85% while the CD rate decreased by only 6–12%, which
is in accordance with the general requirement of archivists.
It can be observed that the NN gives slightly higher CD and
FA rate compared to the SVM method. In case of Training
Set II we experienced that both of the CD and FA rates have
increased but this change is not significant.
The average processing time of feature extraction and clas-
sification was less than 1.7 s/frame at the highest sensitivity
and about 0.7 s/frame at the lowest detector sensitivity with
both methods on a 3.4 GHz Intel PC.
In Fig. 6 rectangular boxes and circles indicate the false
and true blotches classified where the size of frames are pro-
portional to the estimated blotch size. Examples show several
situations where erroneous motion estimation results in false
alarm. Sequence “A” and “B” (Fig. 6) shows examples for
non-rigid motion (frame#17 and#19 on sequence “A”), occlu-
sion/disocclusion and motion blur (e.g., stick of the man on
frame#22 and buttons of clothes on sequence “B”), or glea-
ming (gun of the soldier on frame#15 on sequence “A”).
6.4 Objective measurement of human intervention
One of our aims was the reduction of the necessity of human
intervention after the fully automatic processing. At this step
the detected candidates and the results of the classification
are also displayed for the operator. To accelerate the manual
process the expert should only correct the displayed label of
candidates. The operator has to verify all of the candidates
and has to correct (label) some of them. Accordingly, we
estimated the amount of the manual work by measuring the
number of the wrongly classified blotches before and after
the proposed blotch classification. We automatically measu-
red how many manual reclassifications (from true blotch to
false blotch and vice versa) would be necessary to achieve
the best matching with the ground truth database resulting in
the highest CD and lowest FA rates. The time consumption
of the manual correction step is proportional to the number
of blotches to be displayed and verified and to the number of
the blotches to be reclassified by the operator. To determine
these values we summarize the FA and false negative (FN)
detection of blotch objects where classification methods were
trained by the samples of Set II. These values are summari-
zed in Table 4 and give an indication of the level of manual
intervention at different detector sensitivity values that deter-
mines the maximal CD rate of the SROD-MC-SROD method.
Considering the grain-like image noise our algorithms dis-
regards candidates with perimeter less than 10 pixels. It is
important that ROC curves give pixel based statistics while
the present measure evaluates object based statistics.
Table 3 Average false alarm (FA) and correct detection (CD) rates (%) after NN-and SVM-based object classification with two training sets
Training sets SROD-MC-SROD SROD-MC-SROD –NN SROD-MC-SROD –SVM
Average rates (%) over five test sequences
FAA CDA FAB CDB FAC CDC
Set I. 0.08 80.0 0.009 72.7 0.007 70.0
Set II. 0.08 80.0 0.010 74.9 0.008 72.5
Average of ratios of rates over five test sequences in %a
FAB/FAA CDB/CDA FAC/FAA CDC/CDA
Set I. 17.9 91.1 15.1 87.8
Set II. 20.1 93.8 16.0 90.7
a FAB/FAA = 17.9% means that the FAB rate decreases by 82.1% compared to FAA rate
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Fig. 6 Classification examples
of the proposed post-processing
on two image sequences:
original image sequence (top)
and its zoomed image parts
(bottom). False alarms of the
initial detections are marked
with rectangles while correct
detections are indicated by
circles
Table 4 The amount of the manual intervention (correction/frame) that reduces false alarm (FA) and false negative (FN) detections
T SROD-MC-SROD SROD-MC-SROD with NN SROD-MC-SROD with SVM
No. of objects to be verified : No. of objects to be manually corrected
CD (%) FA FN FA FN FA
30 90 39.6 : 34.4 32.4 : 0.6 7.2 : 2.5 34 : 1.2 5.6 : 1.6
40 83 18.7 : 14.3 12.9 : 0.4 5.8 : 1.7 13.9 : 0.8 4.8 : 1.2
50 77 11.6 : 7.9 6.8 : 0.2 4.8 : 1.3 7.4 : 0.5 4.2 : 1
60 70 7.9 : 4.8 3.9 : 0.1 4.0 : 0.9 4.3 : 0.2 3.6 : 0.7
T: parameter of the detector sensitivity; CD: correct detection rate in %; Manual intervention: the operator manually accepts or rejects the candidates
with the state of real blotch or non-blotch; FA: the candidate is wrongly classified as real blotch; FN: the candidate is wrongly classified as non-blotch
It can be observed that without blotch classification the
operator needs to verify more than 39.6 blotches/frame from
which he should correct 34.4 blotches/frame in order to mini-
mize the FA rate. After the automatic classification the opera-
tor should only verify 7.2 (5.6) blotches and select 2.5 (1.6)
blotches on one frame with the NN (SVM) method at the
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highest sensitivity. We experienced that the operator should
make much less correction steps to maximize the CD rate
with the NN classification method (see FN in Table 4). The-
refore, the operator needs negligible manual work to achieve
a higher CD rate. Otherwise, if the main criterion is the low
false alarm rate without any human intervention (fully auto-
matic mode) the SVM-based method is favorable due to the
lower false alarm rate (see FA in Table 4). The reduction of
the manual interventions is between 50 and 86 % if the main
criterion is the minimal FA rate. Since the SROD-MC-SROD
method does not utilize any classification the detection result
involves only candidates with the state of real-blotch and so
FN (the candidate is wrongly classified as non-blotch) para-
meters cannot be measured in the Table 4.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the problems of blotch detection
which is a key issue in the correction of one-frame defects.
Important aspects were computational efficiency at high reso-
lution and low false alarm rate with minimal human interac-
tion.
In order to achieve these goals, we developed a two-step
detection method with SROD detector to keep the compu-
tational cost of the motion estimation low and to reduce the
amount of FA detections by object-based classification as
post-processing. Other techniques compare methods on real
sequences only in subjective tests or they utilize non-archive
and undamaged sequences where the blotch artifacts and the
ground truth are artificially generated.
We proposed a new evaluation technique of detection
methods where the test sequences are digitized archive
images at 2 K resolution and the ground truth data set is gene-
rated by a semi-automatic process. We also introduced a new
quality metric for the film restoration in real situation. It eva-
luates the performance of our post-processing method and
it is based on the estimation of the required manual work
to remove false classifications of candidate areas. The main
advantage of our method is that it decreases false detec-
tions where the motion estimation fails in the first step due
to the fast or complex motion of objects (non-rigid motion,
(dis)occlusion of moving objects, etc.) or low image quality
of archive films. Our experiments tested on archive sequences
proved that the proposed method significantly speeds up the
motion estimation step without quality loss compared to other
SROD methods and our post-processing method significantly
reduces the FA rate and the necessity of the manual work.
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